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In the field of human-computer interaction, the Natural Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selection rules Language (NGOMSL)
model is one of the most popular methods for modelling knowledge and cognitive processes for rapid usability evaluation.
The NGOMSL model is a description of the knowledge that a user must possess to operate the system represented as
elementary actions for effective usability evaluations. In the last few years, mobile robots have been exhibiting a stronger
presence in commercial markets and very little work has been done with NGOMSL modelling for usability evaluations in
the human-robot interaction discipline. This paper focuses on extending the NGOMSL model for usability evaluation of
human-humanoid robot interaction in the soccer robotics domain. The NGOMSL modelled human-humanoid interaction
design of Robo-Erectus Junior was evaluated and the results of the experiments showed that the interaction design was able
to find faults in an average time of 23.84 s. Also, the interaction design was able to detect the fault within the 60 s in 100%
of the cases. The Evaluated Interaction design was adopted by our Robo-Erectus Junior version of humanoid robots in the
RoboCup 2007 humanoid soccer league.
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1. Introduction
Growing popularity and increasingly viable application do-
mains have contributed to the greater presence of robots in
the commercial marketplace. Among various robotic plat-
forms, humanoid robotic research especially has seen a
rapid growth in the recent years due to the ability of hu-
manoid robots to behave and interact like humans. Hu-
manoid robots might provide day-to-day support in the
home and the workplace, doing laundry or dishes, assist-
ing in the care of the elderly, or acting as a caretaker for
individuals within a home or institution (Metev and Veiko
2006). Many of these tasks will involve close interaction be-
tween the robot and the people it serves. Researchers have
studied humanoid robot development, including control,
emotional expressiveness, human-robot teaming, human-
humanoid robot interaction and perception (Okuno et al.
2002; Kanda et al. 2003; Edsinger and Kemp 2007). How-
ever, there have been fewer studies on evaluation models
for human-humanoid robot interaction.

The Natural Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selection
rules Language (NGOMSL) model is one of the popular
methods for representing the procedural knowledge re-
quired to operate a system in terms of the user goals, ba-
sic actions or operators, methods, which are sequences of
operators that will accomplish goals, and selection rules,
which determine which method to apply to accomplish a
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goal (Kieras 2002). A NGOMSL model involves decom-
position of a single high-level goal into a sequence of unit
tasks, all of which can be further decomposed down to the
level of basic operators. The NGOMSL model has served
as the basis for much of the cognitive modelling research
in the human computer interaction field. NGOMSL models
can be classified as predictive, descriptive and prescrip-
tive. A NGOMSL model is predictive because it can be
used to predict the time needed by a user to perform the
tasks under analysis, as long as the developer can come
up with time estimates for the operators involved in each
model. A NGOMSL model is descriptive in the sense that
it is a representation of the way a user performs tasks on
a system. The methods, subgoals and selection rules pro-
vide the designer with a description of the process, rather
than simply a time estimate. A NGOMSL model can also
be considered prescriptive as it can be used to teach new
users how to achieve the goal (Hochestein 2002). Very little
work has been done with NGOMSL modelling for usabil-
ity evaluations of human-humanoid robot interaction in the
soccer robotics domain. Scholtz, Drury and Kieras adopted
NGOMSL for modelling human-robot interaction but did
not explore specific issues pertaining to humanoid robots
or the soccer robotics domain (Drury et al. 2007).

RoboCup is an international joint research initiative to
foster artificial intelligence, robotics and related research.
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The ultimate goal of the RoboCup initiative is to develop
a team of fully autonomous humanoid robots that can win
against the human world champion team in soccer. Our
Robo-Erectus version of robots has been participating in
the humanoid soccer league of RoboCup since 2002, col-
lecting several awards since then. Various technologies are
incorporated into a soccer robot including, multi-robot co-
operation, human-humanoid robot interaction, sensor fu-
sion, artificial intelligence, real-time processing, navigation
and localization. Every league has its own requirements on
the robot hardware and software systems. Humanoid 2 ver-
sus 2 soccer matches are played with two teams of two
robots in autonomous mode on a 4.5 m × 3 m field. Each
robot must have a human-like body plan with two legs, two
arms, and one head, which are attached to a trunk and fit
into a cylinder of diameter 0.55H , where H is the height
of the humanoid robot. During the soccer match, due to
the hardware and software complexity of a humanoid robot
operating in autonomous mode system failures occur. The
corresponding team requests stoppage of game with a time-
out period of 120 s to find fault and service their robot
and the game starts after the elapse of 120 s (Menegatti
et al. 2007). Therefore, a humanoid 2 versus 2 soccer match
requires human-humanoid robot interaction design to be
able to detect the system fault with the robot as early as
possible. Experimental results have shown that the interac-
tion design must be able to find the fault with the robot in at
least 60 s (half the timeout period) so as to enable the user
to fix the fault within the timeout period. Delay in finding
faults during the timeout period might provide an edge for
the opponents team as they can continue playing the game
after the elapse of 120 s.

This paper focuses on extending the NGOMSL model
for usability evaluations in human-humanoid robot interac-
tion in the soccer domain. The NGOMSL modelled human-
humanoid interaction design of Robo-Erectus Junior was
evaluated and the results of the experiments showed that
the interaction design was able to find faults in an aver-
age time of 23.84 s. Also, the interaction design was able
to detect the fault within 60 s in 100% of the cases. Our
Robo-Erectus Junior humanoid robot was equipped with
the NGOMSL modelled interaction design in the RoboCup
2007 humanoid soccer league. The rest of the paper is orga-
nized as follows: Section 2 discusses the NGOMSL model
and its application in the human-humanoid robot interaction
domain, while Section 3 provides a brief introduction to our
humanoid platform, Robo-Erectus Junior, and its human-
humanoid robot interaction design. Section 4 summarizes
the experiments performed and the results. Finally, Section
5 provides the conclusion and future work.

2. NGOMSL model for usability evaluation

The NGOMSL model was developed by David Kieras in
1988. It was formulated to make the standard GOMS model

Table 1. Standard primitive descriptors of NGOMSL
model.

Operator name Description Time (s)

K Pressing a single key or
button

0.35

K1 Pressing shift or control
keys

0.08

P Pointing with a mouse or
other device to a target
on a display

1.10

P 1 Clicking the mouse or
similar device

0.20

H Homing hands on the
keyboard or other
device

0.40

M Mentally prepare to do
something

1.35

R(t) System response time –
counted only if it
causes the user to wait
when carrying out
their task.

t (variable)

simple to use and still hold its vital features. The NGOMSL
model is based on cognitive complexity theory with the abil-
ity to estimate both the execution time and time taken to
learn how to use the system. The NGOMSL model does
not allow complicated conditional statements as it assumes
that humans cannot process complex conditionals in a sin-
gle cognitive step. The key components of NGOMSL are
defined (Kieras 1997) in the following:

Goals: Goals are what the user wishes to achieve. It can
be defined at various levels of abstraction, from very high-
level goals to low-level goals. Higher-level goals are de-
composable into subgoals, and are arranged hierarchically.

Operators: Operators are the elementary perceptual,
motor or cognitive actions that are used to accomplish the
goals. Operators are not decomposable: they are atomic ele-
ments in the NGOMSL model. Furthermore, it is generally
assumed that each operator requires a fixed amount of time
for the user to execute, and that this time interval is inde-
pendent of context. Table 1 shows the standard primitive
operators of the NGOMSL model represented by a one-
letter code and their respective standard time durations.

Methods: Methods are the procedures that describe
how to accomplish goals. A method is essentially an al-
gorithm that the user has internalised that determines the
sequence of subgoals and operators necessary to achieve
the desired goal. There may exist more than one method to
achieve a single goal.

Selection Rule: Selection rules specify which method
should be used to satisfy a given goal, based on the context.
Since there may be several different ways of achieving the
same goal, selection rules represent the user’s knowledge of
which method must be applied to achieve the desired goal.
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Selection rules generally take the form of a conditional
statement.

The NGOMSL model breaks the highest-level goal into
subgoals which are described using a suitable method and
the lowest level methods comprises of a series of primitive
operators. Both the estimated execution times and learning
time can be computed from the structured NGOMSL model
of the interaction design.

2.1. NGOMSL model for HHRI in soccer domain

In the humanoid soccer domain, one of the key require-
ments set for the interaction design is to detect the hard-
ware/software fault in the robot within 60 s of the timeout
period. One of the issues with using the GOMSL model for
human-humanoid robot interaction in the soccer domain
is modelling the amount of time required for user’s men-
tal preparation while using the interaction system, M . In
the human-computer-interaction domain, the user’s mental
preparation time period is standardized to 1.35 s (Preece
et al. 2007) but with the autonomous, complex and dy-
namic nature of the humanoid soccer robot system the user’s
mental preparation time period, would increase. The user’s
mental preparation time period, M now has to encompass
parameters including the complexity of the system, its au-
tonomous nature, sensor and actuator status display qual-
ity. Repeated RoboCup humanoid soccer simulated experi-
ments performed showed that for humanoid soccer robotic
applications, the user’s mental preparation time period M

was found to be 3.55 s.
The standard primitive does not include the time pe-

riod to manipulate the humanoid robot for locomotion fault
testing including soccer skills like walking, diving, kicking,
recovery and so on. Therefore, we define a Locomotion op-
erator L to describe the time period for manipulating the
soccer humanoid robot to perform a soccer skill. Repeated
experiments showed that for humanoid soccer robotic ap-
plications, the time period for the Locomotion operator, L

was 4.65 s. Manipulating the robot to perform soccer skills
can help detect the hardware and software faults associated
with the locomotion. Also, the standard primitive does not
include the time period to run test routines to detect software
faults in the artificial intelligence algorithm of the humanoid
soccer robot. Therefore, we define an AI Test operator AI to
describe the time period for running a test routine to detect
software faults in the artificial intelligence algorithm of the
humanoid soccer robot. Repeated experiments showed that
for humanoid soccer robotic applications, the time period
for AI Test operator was 3.75 s. The NGOMSL model al-
lows designer to add new operator as and when required to
accommodate the increasing complexity of the robot task.

3. Robo-Erectus Junior–A humanoid

This Section describes the Robo-Erectus Junior hu-
manoid robot and its human-humanoid interaction systems.

Figure 1. Robo-Erectus Junior, the Latest Generation of the Fam-
ily Robo-Erectus.

The Robo-Erectus project is developed in the Advanced
Robotics and Intelligent Control Centre of Singapore Poly-
technic. Robo-Erectus Junior is one of the leading soc-
cer playing humanoid robots in the RoboCup Humanoid
League. Robo-Erectus Junior got the second place in the
Humanoid Walk competition at the RoboCup 2002 and
won the first place in Humanoid Free Performance compe-
tition at the RoboCup 2003. In 2004, Robo-Erectus Junior
won the second place in Humanoid Walk, Penalty Kick and
Free Performance.

The aim of the Robo-Erectus Junior development team
is to develop a low-cost humanoid platform for edutain-
ment and soccer robotics applications. The development of
Robo-Erectus Junior has gone through many stages in the
design of its mechanical structure, electronic control system
and gait movement control. Figure 1 shows the physical de-
sign of Robo-Erectus Junior. Robo-Erectus Junior has been
designed to cope with the complexity of a 2 versus 2 soc-
cer game. It has three processors each for vision, artificial
intelligence and control. Table 2 shows the specification of
the processors used in Robo-Erectus Junior. The platform
is equipped with three sensors: a USB camera to capture
images, a tilt sensor to detect a fall and a compass to detect
their direction (Zhou and Yue 2004). The servomotors used
send back the feedback data including angular positions,
speed, voltage and temperature. To communicate with its
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Table 2. Processor specification of Robo-Erectus Junior.

Artificial
intelligence Vision Control

Features processor processor processor

Processor Intel ARM
Xscale

Intel ARM
Xscale

ATMEL
Atmega-128

Speed 400 Mhz 400 Mhz 16 Mhz
Memory 16 MB 32 MB 4 KB
Storage 16 MB 16 MB 132 KB
Interface RS232, WIFI RS232, USB RS232, RS485

teammates, Robo-Erectus Junior uses a wireless network
connected to the artificial intelligence processor.

The vision processor performs recognition and track-
ing of objects of interest including ball, goals, field lines,
goal posts, teammates and the opponents based on a blob
finder based algorithm. The further processing of detected
blobs, wireless communications and decision making are
performed by the artificial intelligence processor which se-
lects and implements the soccer skills (e.g. walking, ball
passing, kicking, diving. . . .) the robot is to perform. Fi-
nally, the control processor handles the low-level control
of motor based on the soccer skill selected by the artificial
intelligence processor. Robo-Erectus Junior was fabricated
to participate in the RoboCup 2007 in the KidSize category.

Table 3 shows the physical specifications of Robo-
Erectus Junior. It is powered by two high-current Lithi-
umpolymer rechargeable batteries, which are located in
each foot. Each battery cell has a weight of only 110 g pro-
viding 12 V, which means about 15 minutes of operation.
In the RoboCup 2007 competitions, Robo-Erectus Junior
participated in the 2 versus 2 Soccer Games and the Tech-
nical Challenges. It was ranked as one of the top 8 robots in
RoboCup 2007 humanoid 2 versus 2 soccer games, Atlanta
USA.

3.1. Human-humanoid robot interaction system

Figure 2 shows the human-humanoid interaction system
of Robo-Erectus Junior, containing a wealth of informa-
tion. A separate window shows the video streaming from
the robot. On the upper left of the interface is the score
board showing the current status of the soccer match below
which is the simulated actual match with the field localized
Robo-Erectus Junior and its teammates. On the right are

Table 3. Physical specification of Robo-Erectus Junior.

Dimension
Speed

Weight Height Width Depth walking

3.2 Kg 480 mm 270 mm 150 mm 5 m/min

the control buttons for team configuration and game status
signals.

The human-humanoid robot interaction design was de-
veloped to be homogeneous so as to adopt the same inter-
action design for multiple robot platforms. The user can
switch between team configuration controls and game sta-
tus signal controls. The team configuration controls include
options for assigning robot identification numbers to iden-
tify each and individual robots in their own team as well
as in the opponent team, goal colours to identify own and
opponent goals, and individual roles of robots like striker,
goalie or hybrid. In striker mode, the robot aims to score
goals by kicking the ball at the opponents’ goal. In goalie
mode, the robot defends its goal area by stopping the ball
from the opponent. In hybrid mode, the robot plays the role
of a striker or the goalie depending on the circumstances.
The team configuration controls also include options for
viewing the sensor and actuator status, which include dis-
play of sensor data and actuator position data.

The game status signal controls provide robot external
information on the status of the match including kickoff,
timeout, time off, resume, ball out, indirect kick and catch.
Kickoff is a way of starting or restarting play at the start
of the match, after a goal has been scored, at the start of
the second half of the match or at the start of each period
of extra time. Depressing the kickoff button would start the
robot in the autonomous mode for a soccer game. A team
may request a timeout period of 120 s to service their robots
for software/hardware faults during a soccer match causing
a stoppage of the game. Each team may take utmost one
timeout per half period of the match. Depressing the time-
out button would perform the test routine for the checking
software faults with the artificial intelligence algorithms of
the humanoid robot. Time off indicates the half time period
break in the middle of the soccer game.

Depressing the time off button pauses the robot’s sta-
tus and depressing the resume button would start the robot
from pause state into autonomous soccer playing mode.
An indirect free kick is awarded to the opposing team if
a player commits any offences in a manner considered by
the referee to be careless, reckless or using excessive force.
Depressing the indirect kick would enable the robot to start
in autonomous soccer playing mode with an indirect free
kick. Depressing the catch button would perform a routine
check to test the goalie robot’s ability to dive for catching an
incoming ball. The controls under the game control signal
can also be used to test the functionality of the robot hard-
ware (sensors, onboard controllers, joints and actuators)
and software (implemented algorithms).

4. Experimental results

We adopted the NGOMSL model for modelling the human-
humanoid robot interaction of Robo-Erectus Junior. We
adopted a top-down approach from the most general user
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Figure 2. Human-humanoid robot interaction system of Robo-Erectus Junior.

goal to the more specific subgoals, with primitive opera-
tors at the bottom layer. All the goals in each layer are
handled before going down to a lower layer. In the hu-
manoid soccer context, we started with top-level goal of
“Win a Soccer Match” as shown in Table 4. This top-level
goal is then broken into subgoals, which are then broken
into high-level operators. High-level operators are further
broken into low-level operators, until the methods are ex-
pressed in terms of primitives. Due to space constraints,
Table 5 only shows parts of the NGOMSL model for deter-
mining software/hardware faults of the soccer playing hu-
manoid robot within the timeout period. The model shows
the overall structure of the tasks to be performed. Once a
fault is detected, the user calls for a timeout depressing the
timeout button. Finding a fault involves running a test rou-
tine for the artificial intelligence algorithm. If the fault is
not found with the algorithm, the user proceeds to perform

Table 4. NGOMSL model for top-level goal.

Method for goal: win a soccer match

1 Press game status signal button (K)
2 Press kick off button (K)
3 Accomplish goal: Score a goal
4 Go to 2

the locomotion test by checking the sensor and actuator
data.

If the fault is not found within 60 s of the timeout
period then the faulty robot will be replaced by another

Table 5. NGOMSL model for software/hardware fault detection.

Method for goal: find fault in robot

1 Press time off button (K)
2 If timeout period is greater than 60s, Accomplish goal:

Replace Robot
3 Run test routine for artificial intelligence algorithm (AI)
4 If fault is not found, Accomplish goal: Perform Locomotion

Test
5 Return with goal accomplished

Method for goal: Perform locomotion test
1 Make decision on the locomotion test to perform (M)
2 Press corresponding locomotion test button (K)
3 Accomplish goal: Check the sensor and actuator data
4 If fault found, return with goal accomplished
5 Go to 1

Method for goal: Check the sensor and actuator data
1 Press the team configuration button (K)
2 Press the display sensor & actuator data button (K)
3 Wait for the system to respond (R(t))
4 Make decision based on the sensor & actuator data (M)
5 If fault found, return with goal accomplished
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Figure 3. Fault detection period versus fault number.

backup robot. During all the experiments, the faults were
found within 60s of the timeout period and the replacement
of robot was not required.

We conducted 20 soccer matches with the NGOMSL
modelled human-humanoid robot interaction. Each match
has two equal periods of 10 minutes. Players are enti-
tled to an interval at half time. Results of the experiment
showed that 33 faults occurred during 20 soccer matches.
There were two faults due to the artificial intelligence al-
gorithm and 31 faults due to locomotion related issues. In
all the 33 cases, the fault was detected without having to
make a replacement of the robot within the timeout period.
Figure 3 shows the 33 faults and their corresponding fault
detection time period with the NGOMSL model.

The average fault detection time was found to be
23.84 s. Table 6 shows the number of software and hardware
faults and their average fault detection time periods.

It was found from the experiments that the time period
for detecting repeating faults tends to decrease with the
number of occurrences of that particular fault. For exam-
ple, the fault due to loosened screws in the knee actuator
occurred four times during the soccer matches. Figure 4
shows the reduction in the time period for detection of fault
due to loosened screw in the knee actuator as the number
of times of occurrence of that fault increases. This decrease
in fault detection time period with increasing occurrence
of a particular fault is attributed to the adaptive nature
of the NGOMSL model which identifies and categorizes

Table 6. Software and hardware faults and their average fault
detection time periods.

Type of Total number of Number of Average fault
Fault soccer matches faults detection periods (s)

Software 20 8 16.79 s
Hardware 20 25 26.01 s

Figure 4. Fault detection period versus number of occurrence of
the knee joint fault.

known faults faster as compared to unknown faults. The
NGOMSL modelled human-humanoid robot interaction of
Robo-Erectus Junior was adopted for RoboCup 2007 hu-
manoid soccer league at Atlanta, USA and our robot was
placed as one of the top eight in the league.

5. Conclusion

We have presented the extension of the NGOMSL model for
usability evaluation of human-humanoid robot interaction
in soccer domain. The NGMOSL model was adopted for
evaluating the ability of the developed interaction design
to detect software/hardware faults with the robot within
the timeout period in a soccer match. The average fault
detection time period for the developed interaction design
was found to be 23.84 s. The NGOMSL model adopted
found 100% of the faults with the robot within 60 s of the
timeout period during the soccer matches.

The NGOMSL model also provided an estimate of the
time required for performing different procedures during a
soccer match helping the operator to make effective deci-
sions. The use of NGOMSL was comparatively less costly
than the user evaluation as user evaluation requires recruit-
ing experienced evaluators, implementation of the robust
version of the interaction design and prolonged testing pe-
riod. This model would be further extended to analyse com-
munication and sensor fusion related faults in multi-robot
systems.
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